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ABSTRACT
Objectives. We investigated the impact of recruitment bias within the venuebased sampling (VBS) method, which is widely used to estimate disease
prevalence and risk factors among groups, such as men who have sex with
men (MSM), that congregate at social venues.
Methods. In a 2008 VBS study of 479 MSM in New York City, we calculated
venue-specific approach rates (MSM approached/MSM counted) and response
rates (MSM interviewed/MSM approached), and then compared crude estimates of HIV risk factors and seroprevalence with estimates weighted to
address the lower selection probabilities of MSM who attend social venues
infrequently or were recruited at high-volume venues.
Results. Our approach rates were lowest at dance clubs, gay pride events, and
public sex strolls, where venue volumes were highest; response rates ranged
from 39% at gay pride events to 95% at community-based organizations.
Sixty-seven percent of respondents attended MSM-oriented social venues at
least weekly, and 21% attended such events once a month or less often in the
past year. In estimates adjusted for these variations, the prevalence of several
past-year risk factors (e.g., unprotected anal intercourse with casual/exchange
partners, $5 total partners, group sex encounters, at least weekly binge drinking, and hard-drug use) was significantly lower compared with crude estimates.
Adjusted HIV prevalence was lower than unadjusted prevalence (15% vs. 18%),
but not significantly.
Conclusions. Not adjusting VBS data for recruitment biases could overestimate
HIV risk and prevalence when the selection probability is greater for higher-risk
MSM. While further examination of recruitment-adjustment methods for VBS
data is needed, presentation of both unadjusted and adjusted estimates is
currently indicated.
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Venue-based sampling (VBS), also called time-location
or time-space sampling, is a study design that is widely
used to provide estimates of risk factors and disease
outcomes.1 Although it can be used to study any target
population that congregates at known venues associated with the population,2 it has been primarily used
for behavioral research of groups at risk for human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) or sexually transmitted
diseases, such as men who have sex with men (MSM)
and drug users.3 Because these populations are often
“hidden” from probabilistic sampling (i.e., a population sampling frame cannot be constructed),4 using
traditional probability designs may be inefficient or
infeasible.5
Several variations of VBS exist, but all introduce
elements of randomness in recruitment that improve
upon convenience sampling. In the Young Men’s
Survey of MSM in seven U.S. cities, for example, a
universe of MSM-oriented venues was created, venues
were randomly selected, and presumed MSM entering
a selected venue were non-preferentially approached
to participate.6 Sampling efficiency is a chief strength
of VBS, as selected recruitment venues contain a high
density of the target population. But a corresponding
weakness is that the group able to be sampled (e.g.,
MSM who visit MSM-oriented social venues) may be
different from the larger target population (e.g., all
sexually active MSM). VBS-based estimates are not
generalizable to that larger population when the
venue-attending subpopulation exhibits differential
characteristics.7 Nonetheless, VBS data are often useful
in designing outreach-based HIV prevention programs
because the venue-attending subpopulation is inherently accessible.8
Increasing the validity of VBS-based estimates for
that subpopulation, however, is a persistent goal.
Statistical adjustment of VBS data may be used to correct unequal selection probabilities arising from at
least two VBS recruitment biases. First, someone who
attends venues frequently is more likely to be sampled
than someone who attends venues infrequently. If
outcome variables such as partner number or alcohol
consumption are also related to attendance frequency,
then unweighted data will overestimate population
prevalence of these variables. Second, individual
selection probability is inversely related to the volume
of the target population at each recruitment venue.
For example, MSM at low-volume bars have higher
selection probabilities than MSM at high-volume gay
pride events. Not accounting for these variations may
bias estimates if outcome variables are associated with
recruitment venue characteristics. Ideally, venue volume would be accounted for a priori in a study design

such as probability-proportional-to-size (PPS) sampling,
which adjusts second-stage (i.e., participant) selection
probability by the size of a first-stage sampling unit.9
But PPS requires precise volume enumeration before
recruitment, which is often infeasible for social venues. Post hoc statistical adjustment is an alternative
approach. True selection probability will always be
unknown in the VBS design because the population
sampling frame is undefined, but adjustment for the
two aforementioned biases may serve as an appropriate
proxy in the absence of that gold standard.
While several studies have compared VBS estimates
with those using another study design,10 few VBS-based
studies have used statistical adjustment for weighted
analyses. Adjustment methods were developed for the
Young Men’s Survey, but study analyses have only used
unweighted data because weighting did not influence
HIV prevalence estimates.11 Other VBS studies have
presented data weighted to account for differences in
venue volume but not attendance frequency.12 To our
knowledge, no VBS studies have reported comparisons
of unweighted and weighted estimates of the same data.
In this study, we examined the impact of adjustment
for the two previously mentioned recruitment biases
and compared weighted and unweighted prevalence
estimates of HIV risk factors and seroprevalence in a
VBS-based sample of MSM.
Methods
Venue sampling
We based this analysis on data collected in the National
HIV Behavioral Surveillance (NHBS) study among
MSM in New York City (NYC) during 2008. The
methods for first-stage venue sampling and secondstage participant sampling have been described in
detail elsewhere.13 Briefly, ethnographers constructed
a universe of all MSM-oriented social venues in NYC
by reviewing publications, interviewing key informants,
and conducting ethnographic research. Potential venues were included in the universe if at least 75% of
the population at the venue were adult MSM, as determined through ethnography and brief street interviews.
Venues included commercial establishments (e.g., bars
and clubs), as well as parks, public sex strolls, hookup
spots, high-density street intersections, and house ball
events.14 Each venue’s peak hours of operation in standardized four-hour time periods were also determined
through this process. Venue and time information was
entered into randomizing software that selected venues and corresponding time periods for recruitment
events. After placing venues-time period blocks onto
a monthly recruitment calendar in the order of their
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selection, the field team conducted 12–15 recruitment
events per month for five months.
Participant sampling
Field staff operated in a mobile van outside each
venue during each recruitment event. All adultappearing men who entered the venue were counted.
Counted men were sequentially and non-preferentially
approached by interviewers to briefly describe the
study. Men interested in the study were then screened
for eligibility; all eligible men participated. Participants
were asked to take a survey administered privately by
trained interviewers as well as an HIV test, although
they could elect to take the survey only. All recruitment
events were standardized to last four hours or to complete 20 eligible interviews, whichever occurred first.
Study eligibility criteria were male gender, adulthood, NYC residence, and English/Spanish comprehension. MSM sexual history was not a criterion, as
some men may have been reluctant to disclose this
information before informed consent. For this analysis, we removed men with no past-year MSM sexual
history and those who self-reported as HIV-positive, as
awareness of HIV infection influences risk behavior.15
We obtained informed consent for the study. All study
procedures were approved by the Institutional Review
Boards of the participating institutions.
Measures
Recruitment venues were classified into seven categories: bars, dance clubs, parks, community-based
organizations (CBOs), house ball events, sex strolls/
environments, and gay pride or related events. Participants were asked about sociodemographics, HIV risk
factors, and encounters with HIV prevention services.
In this analysis, we report on race/ethnicity, age, sexual
identity, sociodemographics (e.g., birthplace, homelessness, and income level), and past-year MSM behavioral
risks (e.g., any unprotected anal intercourse [UAI], UAI
with a casual/exchange partner, $5 total partners, any
partners met through the Internet, group sex encounters, weekly binge drinking, and any hard-drug [nonmarijuana] use). Oral fluid was collected and tested
for HIV antibodies on OraQuick platforms (OraSure
Technologies, Inc., Bethlehem, Pennsylvania). Reactive
OraQuick tests were confirmed with OraSure test kits
on western blot platforms.
Weighting and analysis
We compared unweighted prevalence estimates with
estimates weighted with two individual weights (a
response weight and an attendance weight) and a composite weight (the product of the two). We constructed
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the response weight, similar to previous approaches,12
from the approach and response rates for each recruitment event. We then calculated an approach rate by
dividing the number of men approached (MSMa)
by the number of men counted entering the venue
(MSMc). We calculated a response rate by dividing the
number of men interviewed (MSMI) by the number of
men approached (MSMa). The overall approximated
recruitment probability of a man at any recruitment
event was the product of the approach and response
rates (MSMI/MSMc). Thus, the response weight (Wr)
was the reciprocal of recruitment probability:

Wr =

MSM c
MSM i

We calculated different response weights for HIV infection estimates by replacing the value for MSMI with
the number of men who had an HIV test (MSMT), as
this was an
€ optional component of the study and the
testing rate was lower than the interview rate.
We constructed the attendance weight, similar to
previous approaches,16 from participants’ reported
frequency of attending MSM-oriented social venues,
as determined through this survey question: “In the
past 12 months, how often have you gone to a place
where gay men hang out, meet, or socialize? These
could include bars, clubs, social organizations, parks,
gay businesses, bookstores, or sex clubs.” The response
options were once a day, more than once a week, once
a week, more than once a month, once a month, or
less than once a month. We constructed the attendance
weight (Wa) by setting the “once a day” response as the
reference weight (value 5 1) and then assigning relative values for the other frequency options based on
temporal comparisons with that reference. MSM who
visited venues once a week, for example, had a relative selection probability of 1/7; thus, their attendance
weight was its reciprocal, 7. We used the numerical
midpoint for response options between two defined
time frames as an approximation. Therefore, Wa for
each response option was defined as follows: 1 (once
a day), 3.5 (more than once a week), 7 (once a week),
15 (more than once a month), 30 (once a month), and
60 (less than once a month). The composite weight
(Wc) simultaneously adjusted for the unequal selection
probability created by response and attendance biases.
It was the product of the two individual weights:

W c = (W r )(W a )
For prevalence estimation, we calculated unweighted
point estimates and 95% confidence intervals (CIs)
for all measures, estimates weighted separately with
Wr and €
Wa, and then estimates weighted with Wc. For
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all weighted analyses, we used procedures for complex
survey data in SAS® version 9.117 and R software version
2.12.18 For analyses weighted with Wr and Wc, unique
recruitment events were treated as dependent clusters
and intracluster correlation was controlled for when
calculating standard errors.
To determine statistically significant differences
between the unweighted and Wc weighted estimates, we
used bootstrap resampling in the Boot Package in R.19
We calculated standard errors of the difference in estimates with 10,000 bootstrap resamples. We considered
exponentiated 95% CIs of the difference not crossing
1.0 to be evidence of significant differences between
unweighted and Wc weighted estimates (at α50.05).
Results
Across 59 recruitment events, 568 adult men completed
the NHBS interview. Of these, 18 were removed from
this analysis because they had no recent MSM sexual
history, and 71 were removed because they self-reported
as HIV-positive. Of the remaining 479 MSM, 395 (82%)
had an HIV test as part of the study.
As shown in Table 1, most MSM were recruited
from bars (59%), followed by parks (8%), dance clubs
(8%), public sex strolls (7%), gay pride events (7%),
CBOs (6%), and house ball events (6%). The mean
venue volumes ranged from 29.9 enumerated men at
CBOs to 538.9 enumerated men at gay pride events,
with an overall mean of 137.8. The overall mean
approach rate (29%) was inversely related to venue
volume: rates were highest at CBOs (47%) and lowest

at sex strolls (12%) and gay pride events (15%). The
overall mean response rate was 62%, with the lowest
rate at gay pride events (39%) and the highest rate
at CBOs (95%). Two-thirds of men (67%) attended
social venues at least weekly: 19% attended once a
day, 30% attended more than once a week, and 18%
attended weekly. The remaining 33% attended venues less than weekly, with 13% attending more than
once a month, 5% attending once a month, and 16%
attending less than once a month. There were small
variations in venue volumes (100.7–177.9), approach
rates (27%–31%), and response rates (59%–67%) by
attendance frequency, suggesting independence of
weighting components.
Table 2 presents the unweighted estimates, two
individually weighted estimates, and the composite
estimates. Using composite weighted estimates, 43%
of respondents were black, 34% were Hispanic, 20%
were white, and 4% were from another race/ethnicity.
All weighted estimates for black MSM were significantly
higher than for white MSM and MSM of other races/
ethnicities. By age group, 56% were aged 18–29 years,
29% were aged 30–39 years, 9% were aged 40–49 years,
and 7% were 50 years of age or older. Estimates for
MSM aged 40–49 years were significantly lower in the
weighted analysis. By sexual identity, 83% considered
themselves homosexual, 15% bisexual, and 2% heterosexual. Nine percent were foreign-born, 10% were
homeless, and 35% reported an annual income of
,$20,000. Weighted estimates for foreign-born MSM
were significantly lower than unweighted estimates.
Forty-nine percent of respondents had UAI, 9% had

Table 1. Recruitment venues and venue attendance among men
who have sex with men: New York City, 2008 (n=479)
Characteristic

Total
N (percent)

Venue volume
Mean

Approach rate
Percent

Overall
479 (100.0)
137.8
28.8
Recruitment venue				
Bars
282 (58.9)
86.6
31.1
Dance clubs
37 (7.7)
173.4
16.1
Parks
39 (8.1)
39.6
44.8
Community-based organizations
30 (6.3)
29.9
47.0
House ball events
29 (6.1)
308.7
15.5
Sex strolls/environments
31 (6.5)
227.9
11.9
Gay pride events
31 (6.5)
538.9
14.7
Venue attendance frequency				
Once a day
91 (19.0)
143.7
26.9
More than once a week
144 (30.1)
100.7
31.0
Once a week
85 (17.8)
145.3
28.5
More than once a month
60 (12.5)
144.7
28.0
Once a month
24 (5.0)
168.6
29.5
Less than once a month
75 (15.7)
177.9
27.6

Response rate
Percent (IQR)
61.9 (44.8–78.6)
59.4
53.4
69.8
94.6
71.8
67.6
38.6

(39.3–75.0)
(50.0–68.4)
(66.6–81.3)
(87.5–100.0)
(66.6–74.0)
(31.6–88.2)
(20.8–47.2)

62.1
60.4
61.4
59.3
64.1
66.6

(39.4–82.4)
(44.4–76.8)
(45.0–78.6)
(45.0–73.6)
(46.1–82.3)
(50.0–82.4)

IQR 5 interquartile range
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45.7
28.0
15.9
10.4
80.0 (76.4, 83.6)
19.0 (15.5, 22.5)
1.0 (0.1, 2.0)
17.7 (14.3, 21.2)
9.2 (6.6, 11.8)
28.4 (24.3, 34.4)
49.9
21.3
43.8
28.4
17.7
25.1
33.2
82.5 (78.8, 86.3)
17.5 (13.7, 21.2)

219
134
76
50
383
91
5
85
44
136
239
102
210
136
85
120
159
326
69

(45.4,
(17.6,
(39.4,
(24.3,
(14.3,
(21.2,
(29.0,

54.4)
25.0)
48.3)
32.4)
21.2)
28.9)
37.4)

(41.2, 50.2)
(23.9, 32.0)
(12.6, 19.2)
(7.7, 13.2)

26.1
34.9
31.7
7.3

(22.1, 30.0)
(30.6, 39.1)
(27.5, 35.9)
(5.0, 9.6)

Percent (95% CI)

125
167
152
35

N

UAI 5 unprotected anal intercourse

CI 5 confidence interval

HIV 5 human immunodeficiency virus

a

Composite weighted estimates significantly different from unweighted estimates at α50.05

Race/ethnicity
Black
Hispanic
White
Other
Age (in years)
18–29
30–39
40–49
$50
Sexual identity
Homosexual
Bisexual
Heterosexual
Sociodemographics
Foreign-born
Homeless (past year)
Income ,$20,000 (past year)
Behavioral risks (past year)
UAI
UAI with casual/exchange partner
$5 total partners
Internet partners
Group sex encounters
Weekly binge drinking
Hard-drug use
HIV serostatus
Negative
Positive

Characteristic

Unweighted

(43.9, 67.0)
(21.9, 33.8)
(5.5, 16.0)
(2.5, 9.4)

(21.8, 38.3)
(28.0, 50.0)
(14.2, 34.7)
(2.7, 10.2)

(46.0, 56.6)
(8.2, 22.2)
(31.6, 48.6)
(26.7, 35.0)
(13.3, 22.6)
(18.8, 30.1)
(24.3, 38.4)
86.3 (80.1, 92.6)
13.7 (7.4, 19.9)

51.3
15.2
40.1
30.8
18.0
24.5
31.4

16.5 (8.7, 24.4)
8.4 (4.6, 12.3)
37.0 (24.5, 49.5)

79.8 (75.5, 84.1)
19.3 (14.7, 23.9)
0.9 (0.0, 2.1)

55.4
27.8
10.8
5.9

30.1
39.0
24.4
6.5

Response weighted
Percent (95% CI)

(37.0, 50.6)
(22.4, 34.8)
(11.5, 22.1)
(6.6, 15.0)

(24.2, 37.2)
(32.1, 45.6)
(20.0, 31.6)
(2.5, 7.1)

(41.4, 55.1)
(12.0, 22.1)
(27.3, 39.8)
(22.2, 34.7)
(7,4, 15.5)
(12.4, 22.4)
(20.5, 32.0)
81.0 (74.9, 87.0)
19.0 (13.0, 25.1)

48.3
17.1
33.5
28.4
11.4
17.4
26.2

15.8 (11.1, 20.5)
6.8 (3.4, 10.5)
27.4 (21.3 33.6)

77.8 (72.0, 83.5)
19.5 (14.1, 24.8)
2.8 (0.2, 5.4)

43.8
28.6
16.8
10.8

30.6
38.8
25.8
4.8

Attendance weighted
Percent (95% CI)

Table 2. Comparison of unweighted and weighted HIV prevalence and HIV risk factors for men who
have sex with men who self-report HIV-negative: New York City, 2008 (total n=479; HIV tested n=395)

(39.9, 71.3)
(19.0, 38.6)
(2.4, 15.8)a
(1.3, 11.6)

(27.8, 58.2)a
(24.3, 42.8)a
(8.0, 31.3)a
(0.1, 7.5)a

(41.3, 57.1)
(2.8, 15.3)a
(15.5, 36.4)a
(23.3, 35.9)
(5.1, 13.6)a
(4.7, 17.2)a
(11.7, 27.7)a
85.5 (78.0, 92.9)
14.8 (7.4, 22.2)

49.2
9.0
25.9
29.6
9.3
11.0
19.7

9.1 (2.6, 15.6)a
9.9 (0.0, 21.8)
35.0 (21.5, 48.5)

83.0 (75.1, 90.9)
14.9 (7.7, 22.0)
2.1 (0.0, 5.1)

55.6
28.8
9.1
6.5

43.0
33.5
19.7
3.8

Composite weighted
Percent (95% CI)
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UAI with a casual or exchange partner, 26% had $5
total partners, 30% had partners they met over the
Internet, 9% had group sex encounters, 11% engaged
in weekly binge drinking, and 20% used any hard drugs
within the past year. Weighted estimates for UAI with
a casual/exchange partner, $5 total partners, group
sex encounters, binge drinking, and hard-drug use
were significantly lower than unweighted estimates.
The unweighted estimate of undiagnosed HIV infection was 18%. The composite-weighted estimate was
lower (15%) than the unweighted estimate, but not
significantly.
Discussion
In our study of sexually active MSM in NYC who
attended MSM-oriented venues, we found high levels of
HIV risk and HIV infection. However, two recruitment
biases in the VBS study design, relating to variations in
venue volume and attendance frequency, influenced
several of these estimates. After adjustment, key risk
factors were significantly lower; HIV prevalence was
also lower, but not significantly so.
Weighting components
Our composite weighting mechanism reflected two
components that may approximate a participant’s
selection probability at venues where the VBS study
was conducted: the recruitment rates at each venue
and the reported attendance frequency at all social
venues.12,16 The recruitment rate was a product of both
approach and response rates. Because the size of the
study team did not change according to volume, the
approach rate was inversely associated with volume.
Accurate counts of unique individuals at venues were
necessary to record volume and determine approach
rates.13 Varying response rates may have reflected differences in the characteristics of the venues and their
attendees, as rates were higher at CBOs and house ball
events (where buy-in of HIV research may be stronger)14 and lower at gay pride events (where individuals
may not have had adequate time to take a survey).20
This bias can potentially be mitigated through the
statistical adjustment we proposed.
The wide variance in attendance frequency, with one
quintile visiting MSM-oriented social venues daily and
another quintile visiting social venues once a month or
less often, also created unequal selection probabilities.
Examining these variations is particularly important in
VBS designs, as many social venues used in this study
design (e.g., bars) influenced or reflected characteristics under study (e.g., binge drinking). Higher attendance frequency at some venues may have increased

both behavioral risk and selection probability, which
has the effect of overestimating the former.
Influence of bias on prevalence estimates
We found several differences between unweighted and
composite-weighted estimates. Unweighted estimates
for UAI with a casual/exchange partner, $5 total partners, group sex encounters, frequent binge drinking,
and hard-drug use were all significantly higher than
composite weighted estimates. Differential recruitment
rates and venue attendance frequencies were both
plausible biases. The highest recruitment rates were at
CBOs (45%), parks (31%), and bars (18%), where we
also observed higher-than-average levels of risk. This
finding may reflect selection bias (e.g., higher-risk MSM
at CBOs being more willing to participate in research
studies) or differences in venue patron characteristics
(e.g., MSM at parks and bars being more likely to
meet sexual partners). In contrast, the lowest recruitment rate was at gay pride events, which may reflect a
broader, less risky cross-section of MSM. Because the
recruitment rate was inversely related to the response
weight, men at less risky venues would receive more
weight, which is one reason for the lower estimates.
Variations in attendance frequency may also have
biased estimates: MSM who attend social venues more
frequently are more likely to be sampled, but also may
have increased opportunities to engage in sexual risk
behaviors, as we found. The lower rates of binge drinking and hard-drug use after adjustment may reflect
the association between the frequency of attending
bars and the frequency of drinking and using hard
drugs.21,22 Moreover, because alcohol and hard-drug use
is tied to sexual risk,23,24 the higher levels of sexual risk
in unweighted estimates may reflect the higher levels
of alcohol and hard-drug use among frequent venue
attendees (who are down-weighted). We also found that
estimates for low-income MSM were higher (though
not significantly) after weighting, which may indicate
that higher-income MSM have more monetary opportunities to attend venues. Weighted estimates of HIV
prevalence were lower, but not significantly. Although
we only examined undiagnosed infections, the time
frame of infection was unknown, so the adjustment
components may not overlap in time with this outcome.
Comparisons with previous VBS research
Some VBS studies have used response weighting methods to present estimates adjusted for varying recruitment rates.12 Others have developed attendance weighting methods,6 but decided against using them because
weighting did not influence HIV prevalence estimates.11,25 It was unstated whether weighting influenced
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estimates of other variables, but subsequent methods
developed to refine attendance weights showed some
effect.16 We replicated that general approach in this
study to create attendance weights, but also included
the response weight component. To our knowledge,
no weighting mechanisms that simultaneously adjust
for both response and attendance biases have been
explored.
Moreover, despite the widespread use of VBS, few
studies have evaluated the effects of VBS recruitment
biases inherent in the design. One compared the
demographic and risk differences between a VBS study
and an online survey of MSM,26 another compared a
VBS study and a random-digit-dial telephone survey
of MSM,10 and others have examined the potential
implications of VBS recruitment among participants
of that same telephone survey.7,27 More direct comparisons of unweighted and weighted VBS data, as
well as developments on VBS adjustment techniques,
are greatly needed to understand the outcomes of this
popular study design.
Limitations
The goal of this analysis was to provide a weighting
mechanism that adjusts for common recruitment
biases in VBS designs and to show the impact of such
a mechanism on VBS-collected data. However, this
weighting approach did not necessarily increase the
validity of the estimates, and the adjusted estimates
were not necessarily representative of all sexually active
MSM in NYC nor of the subset of MSM who attend
MSM-oriented social venues. In any study or evaluation
of VBS, it would be very difficult (and probably impossible) to know with certainty each participant’s true
selection probability—the gold standard—because the
underlying sampling frame of eligible men is unknown.
We used proxy measures for two components of an
individual’s selection probability, but the relationship
between these proxies and the gold standard could
not be estimated in the current study.
A key assumption in the use of these proxy measures
is that the measured venue attendance frequency represents the relative selection probabilities of the target
population at the specific recruitment venues selected
for the study. Ideally, we would know the specific attendance patterns of all participants at all venues during
the dates of data collection.6 This knowledge would
show nonuniform patterns of attendance clustered in
time (e.g., weekends only) or location (e.g., bars only).
However, obtaining this information would be nearly
impossible because of issues of recall, time constraints
during the interview, and the changing characteristics
of venues and the participants’ attendance at them.
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For now, further evaluation of this question and its
approximation of the gold standard is needed.
Some notable demographic differences in our
weighted estimates require further exploration. The
higher levels of black MSM after adjustment reflect
their lower selection probabilities within the study,
but these estimates also are likely not representative
of NYC MSM. One limitation of this analytic approach
was that the response weighting assumes that men
counted at one venue are not counted again at other
venues, while the enumeration and corresponding
adjustment pertains to the venue visit rather than the
venue visitor.13 However, participants could enter the
study only once (verified in the eligibility screener and
by field team observations), and the response weight
was unique for the participant’s recruitment event.
Further, the size of the MSM population in NYC may
have reduced the chances of repeated enumeration of
the same men across venues. A related limitation was
that the boundaries of some venues are distinct and
small (e.g., bars) while the boundaries of others are
amorphous and large (e.g., gay pride events). Because
of this disparity, the relative venue volume may not have
been accurately estimated for the latter type of events.
Finally, the representativeness of these estimates
was a function of the comprehensiveness of the venue
universe. If some venues were not included on the
universe (e.g., exclusive sex parties), then estimates
were not representative of MSM who attended only
those venues we failed to include.
Conclusions
When evaluating the validity of VBS-based estimates,
it is important to remember that there is often no
probability-based study design for estimating behavioral
risks and disease outcomes for high-risk populations.1
Although some probabilistic methods have been used
to estimate HIV prevalence and risk among MSM,28
they are often limited in their depth and efficiency,
and may not capture members of the target population that are hidden from probabilistic sampling.5
VBS estimates, even the weighted estimates provided
in this study, do not necessarily apply to MSM who
never attend MSM-oriented social venues. However, the
venue-attending subpopulation is inherently accessible
for targeted HIV prevention activities (e.g., condom
distribution and HIV counseling and testing) located
at these venues. In fact, unweighted estimates could
better reflect the characteristics of these targeted MSM,
as outreach programs may share the same recruitment
biases as our VBS studies.
VBS and other quasi-probability study designs,
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including respondent-driven sampling,29 that are used
to sample hidden populations feature elements of randomness that increase external validity compared with
convenience sampling. But there are persistent biases
within these methods that necessitate statistical adjustment. Our goal was to examine a method for adjustment and to demonstrate its influence on estimates of
HIV risk and seroprevalence in a VBS sample of MSM.
We found that not adjusting VBS data for inherent
recruitment biases could overestimate HIV risk factors
and prevalence, as the selection probability may be
greater for higher-risk MSM. Further methodological
research on adjusting VBS data is needed, in part to
investigate the accuracy and relevance of the response
and attendance weights. In the interim, recruitment
statistics (venue types, attendance frequency, and
recruitment rates) should be reported in all VBS studies to evaluate any VBS-related bias.
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